Avatar (in the 80’s)
PROWESS
COORDINATION
STRENGTH
INTELLECT
AWARENESS
WILLPOWER

7
6
7
5
7
8

STAMINA
DETERMINATION

15
3

SPECIALTIES
Aerial Combat
Languages
Leadership - Expert
POWERS
Phasing – Light Form 5
Elemental Control - Light 7
• Creating
• Attacking
Immortality 3
Invulnerability 7
Life Support (cold, airlessness, radiation, vacuum) 4
Flight 5
Supersenses – Night vision 1
Qualities
• Epithet – Avatar of the future of man
• Connections – The Protectors
• Identity – Most famous public superhero, active since the 1930s
Challenges:
• Intangible light form – requires concentration to manifest physically
• Emotional detachment to his personal memories and to new relations
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“When I saw him plunge into the inferno that was the Hindenburg, to rescue passengers, I
knew I had witnesses an event that would change the world as we knew it! I was just a junior
reporter back them, but the only one from the Star there so I got the byline… It was me who
gave him the name Avatar. I wrote he was an ‘avatar of the future of man’, and it stuck!”
Jeannette “Jeannie” Johnson, retired editor of the Halcyon Star in an interview for SuperInsider, 1997
In 1986, seven years after his disappearance during the Xyhidrion affair and the purported
invasion by hostile aliens, the long believed dead Avatar reappeared in California, just as other
super humans were being reported all across the United Estates of America. This marked the e
of what scholars of the super human culture later called the super black-ops period.
Avatar soon organized other west coast supers into a new version of the Protectors. The
original Protectors under Jamaal Warren had never truly disbanded and after his death various
lesser known vigilantes had claimed membership, so Avatar’s new Protectors became known as
the Western Protectors.
While Avatar seemed as formidable as ever he soon displayed powers hitherto unknown. When
the media questioned him about them, his return, or any other details about his disappearance,
Avatar offered no direct answer. He also stopped using the name Robert Hurrington and simply
became Avatar.
The Congressional Committee looking into the Iran-Contra-Blackthorn affair probed the
Blackthorn’s corporation ties to the Xyhidrion affair and summoned Avatar, but he refused to
testify. Unlike the Nixon Administration scandal and ensuing conflict this time the US Congress
took no action to force him to testify and simply dropped the matter.
Through the remaining 80’s and early 90’s Avatar was an outspoken defender of superhuman
rights and a leader in the community, spearheading the reunification of the Western Protectors
and the New York team, and the formation of the Protector Plan to recruit and train
superhumans across the US, Canada and Mexico.
This will all changed after the breakout at The Crypt and the worldwide disaster caused by the
destruction of the Protector’s orbital base…
********
Unknown to the general public Avatar was not resurrected in the truest sense of the word.
After his physical form was destroyed during the final battle against the Xyhidrion Ultra
Command the energy that first gave him his power when Robert Hurrington discovered the
Kyridion Cristal in the meteorite remained behind. Hurrington consciousness survived somehow
in the energy itself. It took him years to reform and recreate in a semi solid physical form.
Avatar powers stem from this light form instead of the physical might that made him famous.
This new form required all his concentration to maintain his physical form and when at rest or
distracted Avatar often became insubstantial. He also had problems establishing emotional
connections with his previous memories and new relationships.
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